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What Do Startups Need To Succeed?

Access To Technology
Product on which to build, expert advice 

to harden development, “under the hood” 

insights, and M&A exposure

Access To Customers
Accelerate growth by connecting with 

partners and customers

&



Innovate on the 

most trusted cloud

Connect with your 

local community

Get ready to sell 

into the Fortune 500

The Microsoft for Startups Program

Engage over 40K incentivized

Microsoft sellers and hundreds of 

thousands of channel partners to 

sell your solutions into the world’s 

top companies

Connect and learn from other 

startups, developers and 

engineers at any of our 8 

Reactor locations

Bangalore | Beijing | Berlin

London | Seattle | Shanghai

Sydney | Tel Aviv

Leverage Azure’s built-in 

security and the broadest 

certifications portfolio in the 

industry

Technology, community, and go-to-market benefits to help startups grow

Use any dev tool or 

language

Easily connect applications, data, 

and devices taking advantage of 

150+ out-of-the-box Azure 

Logic Apps connectors for 

Salesforce, Office 365, Twitter, 

Dropbox, Google services, and 

more



Premium Offer
For Qualified Startups

*

*

*

Getting Started Offer
For All Startups



Worldwide 
Scale

Largest
Sales Team

Technical 
Expertise

Global support to help 
you enter new markets

Global sellers with 
incentives to sell with you

Leading cloud platform 
customer conversations

Customer
Relationships

Long standing relationships as 
trusted advisors

Partner
Ecosystem

The broadest partner 
ecosystem

The Value of Partnering With Microsoft
Extending Microsoft assets to drive our joint success



Choose Your Own Adventure
Customize your GTM partnership with Microsoft from a broad set of programs benefits



Helping Startups Successfully Sell With Microsoft
Qualified startups receive a guided joint sales experience

Dedicated 
Onboarding

A startup onboarding desk helps 
prepare your team for effectively 
selling into Microsoft’s customer 

base

Microsoft Seller 
Alignment

Microsoft sellers are paid to sell 
qualified startup solutions into their 

customer accounts based on the 
startup’s total contract value

Guided 
Enterprise Selling

Qualified startups will be assigned 
a dedicated success manager 

who will help them navigate the 
co-sell experience

International 
Expansion

A unique set of resources and 
program to help startups expand 

into international markets when they 
have demonstrated customer success



ML-powered risk prediction platform for 

17M patients

Startup Spotlight
United States

Reduces time to solution from 24 

months to 3 months

15 co-sell deals completed with 

AppSource leads

Know more: https://customers.microsoft.com/en-us/story/kensci-health-azure

“Collaboration with Microsoft has helped us win over 15 accounts, 
leading to over 300% annual growth in our business. The go-to-
market support that Microsoft provides startups is the secret 
sauce to our growth.” 

- Sunny Neogi, Chief Growth Officer, KenSci



Ready to get 
started?
Here are the next steps in 
advancing your 
partnership with Microsoft

http://startups.microsoft.com



Thank You



startups.microsoft.com

Additional requirements for Co-sell benefits:

Who qualifies for 
the program?
Guidelines for assessing 
which companies qualify 
for benefits



Microsoft for 

Startups 

Web Portal
http://startups.microsoft.com



More questions?
We’re here to help.

contact our team: 

startups@microsoft.com


